
Heads Up on Headings 

Descriptive headings are a great point-first writing technique. Headings support your reader – they 
engage your reader’s attention and help the reader keep reading. Headings announce what’s coming 
and what’s important, signal that you are moving to another topic, and break the work into manageable 
pieces for easier reading. Descriptive headings hook the section’s message to phrases the reader can 
easily remember. 

Headings support readers’ comprehension in other practical ways. Headings create white space, which 
makes reading easier and less fatiguing. Headings create a natural pause. The reader can take a breath, 
refocus, and concentrate again. Headings provide an internal index that lets the reader navigate a 
document to find information of interest. Descriptive headings help the reader either follow along or 
jump around in a document with ease.  

You will have to use structural headings for legal memos or court documents.  Headings such as Facts, 
Legal Issues, and Discussion serve a purpose and you must include these labels when required. But you 
can also add headings and sub-headings that describe what ideas come next.  

Most documents call for headings; even a two-page advice letter benefits from headings. The test for 
good headings is to pull them out and assess whether you can follow the story or argument by reading 
just the headings. 

Here a student revised the headings in a demand letter to the head of a condominium corporation on 
behalf of one of the condo owners. The student replaced structural headings with descriptive headings 
that develop the ideas. 

[video: 

The heading before: Issue 
After the student revised it: The Owner Requires a Parking Spot 

The initial heading: Law 
After it was revised: The Owner’s Rights are Clearly Defined in the Condominium Act 

The heading before being revised: Demand 
And after: The Board Must Provide a Parking Spot 

And finally: Conclusion 
Became: Proposed Solutions] 

Another student replaced a boring heading that just announced the topic with headings and 
subheadings that tell the reader the research paper’s major findings. 

[video: 



The heading before read: 1. Tax Evasion Problems 

The student replaced it with: 

1.  Tax Evasion Is a Costly Problem 

1.1  Taxpayers Hire Professionals to Evade Taxes 

1.2  Audits Fail to Detect Most Abusive Schemes 

1.2.1 Complexity Obscures the Abuse  
1.2.2 Auditors Lack Training and Resources] 

Here the student replaced structural headings in a motion with headings that tell a story. Jack’s children 
live with his ex-spouse 200 miles away.  Currently, the children spend one week in the summer with 
Jack. 

[video: 

The structural heading before: Issue 
Replaced with a heading that tells a story: Jack Seeks Longer Summer Access 

The initial structural heading: Law 
After it was revised: Longer Summer Access Serves the Best Interests of Jack’s Children 

The structural heading before it was revised: Application of Law to Facts 
And after: 

The Children Want to Spend More Time with Jack 
The Wishes of 14 and 12 year old Children are Relevant  
Jack’s Schedule Allows Him to Take a Month Off 

And the final structural heading to be changed: Relief Requested 
Which became: Vary the Divorce Decree to Give One Month Summer Access] 

 
Make your headings count. 
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